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This document will attempt to summarize a bunch of information regarding the GM “Digital
Ratio Adapter/Controller” (DRAC) used in many vehicles between 92 and 94 or so. The info in
this document was obtained primarily from multiple other sources (people)- many thanks to
them.
The DRAC is a small circuit board that is usually housed inside a white plastic box. Many
applications have the thing placed behind the glove box. The DRAC’s primary function is to
accept the Vss signal (AC Signal) from the drive train and buffer/modify it for theECM etc. The
DRAC is where you go to adjust the speedometer reading when you do a gear or tire size change.
The focus of this document is in the area of this “adjustment”

Disclaimer:
This information is for experimental purposes only. Any damage caused by the use of this
information is the responsibility of the user. Always be careful when modifying anything. Never
take your eyes off the road to fool with on board electronics. Be Kind- Please Rewind.
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The following figures provide you with a look at the DRAC and some preliminary information.

Figure 1: 92-93 DRAC
The main thing to notice are the jumpers pointed to by the above arrow. These will be discussed
later.

Figure 2: 94 DRAC
Note that the 94 DRAC has “redundant” jumpers.

The DRAC has a couple connectors on the edge of the PCB. The following pinout of the DRAC
was obtained from a 92 GM truck service manual.

Figure 3: DRAC pinout

The next figure contains additional pinout information. Some of this info may not have been
verified.

Figure 4: Additional DRAC pinout information

This document lists three ways to go about re-calibrating (or obtaining the correct calibration for)
your DRAC. - Let’s get started...
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Calculate a number called the “InputRatio” using the following formula:

InputRatio

63360.XR.P
RC.128000

Where:
63360 = Number of inches in a mile
RC = tire circumference in inches
XR = axle ratio
P= # of speed sensor output pulses per output shaft revolution.
For the 700R4 with VSS (not speedo cable) this number is 40.
128,000 pulses per mile is DRAC output to RWAL module in fullsize pickup application.
To obtain the actual tire circumference:
Mark line on tire and corresponding line on floor. Roll vehicle back until tire makes complete
revolution. Mark 2nd line on floor and measure distance between 2 lines.
If you can accurately measure the diameter of your tire you can also use the following formula
RC = 3.14159 * D
Where:
D = tire diameter
Remember- a “35” tire is not truly 35” in diameter!

To check your usage of the above formula- verify that a 73.8” rolling circumference and a 3.73
axle radio yield a 1.00 divide ratio.

Now that you have calculate your desired InputRatio simply see figure 5 and 6 to find the correct
jumper settings.

Figure 5: DRAC Jumper settings

Figure 6: DRAC Jumper settings continued.

A ‘1’ in the above chart means that a jumper should be installed in the indicated position, a 0
means that the position should remain open. The chart refers to a “programming clip”apparently some instrument clusters used this “clip” programming method. In that case- the clip
resides on the rear of the instrument cluster.

Additional Notes:
1227747 ECM recieves 1.11hz/mph signal
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This method also involves using a formula. The result of this formula is used to find the GM part
number of the DRAC required.

Divisor

63360. XR
RC. 100

Where:
63360 = Number of inches in a mile
RC = tire circumference in inches
XR = axle ratio
Once you have calculated the required Divisor you can use figures 7 and 8 to find the GM part
number of the DRAC you need. (Good luck however, many DRAC PN’s seem to be
discontinued- instead your parts man will refer you to a local contractor who will re-cal/repair
yours for a healthy sum).

Figure 7: GM DRAC Part Numbers

Figure 8: GM DRAC Part Numbers continued

Note:
The InputRatio of Method 1 and the Divisor discussed here are related by the following equation:
InputRatio

Divisor
32
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This method may surprise some but works remarkably well. It was successfully used to
recalibrate the DRAC for a 94 Chevy Blazer. In short... the method is simply good old fashioned
trial and error. This process can be shortened by removing all jumpers and installing a “DIP”
switch in place. In this way, quick changes to the jumper settings can be made even while on the
fly. Just find a buddy with a speedometer you trust and make a few runs. (Obligatory
Disclaimer: Of course you should keep both hands on the wheel at all times. Take along a
3rd friend to perform the adjustments, or make frequent stops. Never take your eyes off
the road to fiddle with DRAC settings).
One note of caution, touching any part of the DRAC circuit board while the vehicle is in motion
was observed to cause wild and erratic speedometer movement. This often times will light the
ABS warning indicator and cause other strange behavior.

Good Luck!

